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INTRODUCTION
The term gemini surfactant was coined by Menger and Littau 1 in 1991 describing a novel type of surfactant consisting of two identical conventional surfactants connected via a spacer at the level of the headgroups (Plate 1). Several other names have been suggested for this class of surfactant, including dimeric surfactants 2 and even siamese surfactants 3 alluding to the nature of their connections. The semantic issues aside, these surfactants have opened a new field of research within surface and colloid chemistry because of their unique properties when dispersed in water. Combined with an often trivial synthesis, a large-scale production of the geminis seems likely in the near future. In this respect it must be emphasized that more intricate structural variations on the 'gemini-theme' require the input of physical-organic and synthetic chemists, and there is clearly a huge potential for tailormaking of geminis exhibiting specific aggregation and/or biological properties. The multidisciplinary nature of the gemini surfactant community is exciting and will most likely lead to applications of these surfactants within the fields of biotechnology and biomedicine.
The aim of this review is to cover the aggregation behavior of sugar-based gemini surfactants of the type shown in Figs 1 and 2. These surfactants have been synthesized and characterized in terms of their aggregation behavior in dilute aqueous solution in the research group of one of the authors (J.B.F.N.E.) between 1997 and 2003. The studies have been published in For the reader interested in a broader range of gemini surfactants, a number of extensive reviews have recently appeared that cover most aspects of gemini chemistry, including aggregation properties, 2,12-14 synthesis 14 and application within gene therapy. 11 
SUGAR-BASED GEMINI SURFACTANTS
The structure of the sugar-based gemini surfactants is shown in Figs 1 and 2. The synthesis of these surfactants is not the focus of this review and the interested reader may consult some of the original papers for more information on that issue. [4] [5] [6] 8, 9 Instead, we would like to start by highlighting the most important features of the compounds that will ultimately dictate their aggregation behavior. Let us begin with the polar headgroup region and emphasize that the identity of the sugar used in the synthesis can be varied to meet specific requirements. Glucose or mannose have been used in all cases discussed here; however, several other sugars are under consideration and a library of gemini surfactants with different sugar headgroups is therefore under construction. The difference between glucose and mannose is the stereochemistry at the carbon atom indicated with an asterix in Fig. 1 . The stereochemistry of the sugar may be important when it comes to a possible targeting of the compounds to cell surface receptors in vivo. 15 Furthermore, different sugars may hydrate differently and this could in turn influence the aggregation behavior in terms of aggregate structure or preferred mean curvature of the surfactant film.
The second feature to be noted is the presence of the two tertiary nitrogens that can be protonated ( Fig. 1) . Thus, a pH-dependent aggregation behavior is expected. As will be shown and discussed later, protonation of the amines is the decisive parameter as to whether the gemini surfactants will form vesicles or micelles and whether cylindrical or spherical micelles are formed.
The nature of the spacer connecting the two parts of the gemini can, in principle, be varied infinitely and the spacers are usually distinguished by their length, relative polarity and flexibility. 2, 12, 14 In our case, two different types of spacers have been used, an aliphatic chain of varying length [-(CH 2 ) n -] or a short ethylene oxide (EO ¼ -OCH 2 CH 2 -) spacer [-(CH 2 ) 2 -(EO) 2 -] (Figs 1 and 2). Both spacers are flexible but it was expected that the EO spacer would be more hydrophilic than the aliphatic spacer.
Finally, the aliphatic chains or tails have been varied in terms of length, degree of unsaturation and the type of chemical linkage to the headgroup. The nature of the tails has several effects on the physical-chemical behavior of the compounds. The most obvious effect is the modulation of the gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition temperature of the bilayer in the vesicles formed from the compounds. As with ordinary bilayer-forming phospholipids, the longer the tail the higher the transition temperature. 6 Replacing the saturated tails by unsaturated oleyl tails (C 18:1 ) decreases the phase transition temperature considerably and for normal working conditions, i.e. ca 25 C, the bilayers formed from the oleyl surfactants are in the liquid crystalline phase. The chemical linkage of the tails to the headgroup is also very important. For example, if an amide is present instead of an amine (see Fig. 2 ), protonation is no longer an issue and the compound in Fig. 2 does not undergo the protonation-driven vesicle-to-micelle transition that is characteristic of the compounds shown in Fig. 1 . 9 Several other gemini surfactants of the type shown in Fig. 2 with saturated and shorter hydrocarbon tails and with aliphatic spacers have been prepared and their aggregation properties in aqueous solution characterized. 4, 5 Herein we will focus our attention on the type of sugar-based gemini surfactants shown in Fig. 1 and make reference to the type of compounds exemplified in Fig. 2 when appropriate.
AGGREGATION BEHAVIOR: THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Before reviewing the experimental results for the aggregation behavior of the sugar-based gemini surfactants it is useful to consider briefly some predictions from conventional theory on surfactant aggregation. A popular Figure 1 . Structure of the sugar-based gemini surfactants containing tertiary amines in the headgroup. The difference between glucose (glu) and mannose (man) is the stereochemistry at the carbon atom indicated by the asterix (glu is shown) Figure 2 . Example of an amide-containing sugar-based gemini surfactant (referred to in the text as 'amide-gemini'). Several other amide-geminis with saturated tails [C(O)-C m H 2mþ1 , m ¼ 4-9, 11, 13, 15] and with aliphatic spacers [-(CH 2 ) n -, n ¼ 2, 4, 6-10, 12] have also been prepared 4, 5 approach used to predict the aggregate structure is based on a knowledge of the molecular geometry or shape of the surfactant molecule. 16 The basic idea is that for every type of surfactant, there exists an optimal interfacial headgroup area, a 0 , at which the Gibbs energy of the surfactant in the aggregate is minimized. 16 A shape factor or packing parameter, P, is defined as:
where V is the hydrophobic chain volume and l c is the critical length of the hydrophobic chain (or chains). Based on the magnitude of this simple packing parameter, the structure of the aggregates that are formed can be predicted. Thus, the following aggregate morphologies are expected as P is varied from 1/3 to >1 ( Table 1) . Some of the aggregates indicated in Table 1 are schematically depicted in Plate 2.
It is worth mentioning that the packing parameter does not furnish a unique description of surfactant aggregation because there are several types of aggregates other than those indicated in Table 1 that may occur in surfactant systems. For example, dispersed mesh-like as well as disk-like structures have been detected in several lipidsurfactant-water systems 17, 18 where the individual values of the lipid and surfactant packing parameters are of little guidance. Furthermore, the interfacial headgroup area often depends strongly on the solution conditions, meaning that parameters such as pH, ionic strength and temperature have to be specified for a given packing parameter for it to be useful. It is also important to note that the packing parameter is not as easily applied for gemini surfactants as it is for most single-tailed conventional surfactants or double-tailed conventional phospholipids. The reason is that the headgroup of the geminis is not free to find its equilibrium area in a thermodynamic sense, because of the constraints of the spacer connection between the two surfactant parts. In fact, it has been found that the distribution of distances between gemini headgroups is bimodal, with a maximum at the thermodynamic equilibrium distance and another maximum that corresponds to the 'spacer-induced' distance, which is characterized by the length and rigidity of the spacer. 2 On the other hand, the two maxima tend to coincide for flexible spacers of sufficient length and in these cases the packing parameter concept then becomes more useful.
We now proceed to the consideration of what the possible values of the packing parameter would be for our sugar-based gemini surfactants. Let us take a closer look at the compounds shown in Fig. 1 . First of all, the surfactants have two hydrocarbon tails and V is therefore rather large. It is also possible that the spacer will contribute to the hydrophobic volume. A large V will tend to increase P. On the other hand, V and l c are not independent and a large V means a large l c which will tend to lower P. The decisive parameter will be the optimal interfacial headgroup area and because the surfactants have titratable tertiary amines in the headgroup, the pH will be very important. Let us assume that the molecular shape of the monoprotonated surfactant, independent of the values of m, x, y and Y and the degree of unsaturation ( Fig. 1 ), can be approximated as a truncated cone or cylinder, characterized by 1/2 < P 1. This is reasonable if one compares the monoprotonated gemini with typical double-tailed bilayer-forming phospholipids, such as egg lecithin (egg phosphatidyl choline) or phosphatidyl glycerols. 19 With this assumption we expect the formation of lamellar aggregates, such as vesicles for the monoprotonated geminis dispersed in aqueous solution. As the pH is lowered, more of the geminis will become doubly protonated and a 0 will increase due to increased electrostatic repulsion between the headgroups. Accordingly, P will decrease, predicting the formation of micellar aggregates (Table 1, Plate 2). If the ideal sequence indicated in Table 1 is followed, we expect that the first micellar aggregates to appear will be cylindrical micelles. Finally, at full protonation (low pH), we expect the formation of spherical micelles in analogy with comparable ammonium gemini surfactants. 2 It should be noted that the spacers used are comparably long and always of the flexible type ( Fig. 1 ). Therefore, the use of the packing parameter concept seems valid, although it does not predict the exact pH at which the structural transition takes place. Furthermore, structures other than those given in Table 1 may well occur and only experiment can tell the full story.
Finally, the 'amide-gemini' shown in Fig. 2 does not possess any obvious titratable sites (at least not for pH < 11) and being a double-tailed C 18:1 -surfactant with a relatively large headgroup, we may approximate the molecular shape as a truncated cone or cylinder. Accordingly, over a large pH interval, this surfactant is expected to form bilayer structures such as vesicles.
AGGREGATION BEHAVIOR: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The following sections deal with experimental results obtained from dilute aqueous solutions of the compounds shown in Figs 1 and 2. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The amphiphile concentration has in general been 1 wt% and the compounds have been dispersed in pure water or in a 15 mM electrolyte (buffer or NaCl) solution. The preparation of the samples has, however, varied somewhat, depending on the purpose and type of gemini; the procedure typically involves brief ultrasound treatment (sonication) to obtain coarsely dispersed mixtures, followed by further refinements such as freeze-thaw treatment and extrusion through polycarbonate filters of well-defined pore size. The majority of the samples have been prepared at pH ca 7 and the pH is then adjusted as required with small aliquots of aqueous HCl or NaOH. Most of the measurements were conducted at 25 C.
Aggregate size triggered by changes in solution pH
A simple and straightforward way to obtain an overview of the aggregation behavior of the compounds shown in Fig. 1 is to measure the scattered light intensity of the aqueous dispersions as a function of the solution pH. 8, 9 Vesicular dispersions appear turbid or bluish due to light scattering whereas micellar samples are transparent and thus scatter much less light. Accordingly, it is possible to identify the approximate pH values where micelle formation or other structural transitions take place by measuring the scattered light intensity. Plate 3 displays a typical result of a light scattering experiment from dispersions containing 0.5 mM of gemini surfactant (Fig. 1) . The compounds were dispersed in a 15 mM buffer solution at pH ca 7 using brief sonication followed by repeated freeze-thaw (liquid N 2 $ waterbath, 50 C) cycles and the samples were finally extruded through 200 nm pore-sized polycarbonate filters. 9 This procedure produced turbid to bluish dispersions indicating the presence of large aggregates in the samples. Indeed, as shown in Plate 3, the scattered light intensity reached maximum values above pH 6.5. As will be shown later, large unilamellar vesicles are the reason for this observation. When the pH is lowered below pH 6, the intensity drops considerably indicating the disappearance of the vesicles and the formation of other aggregates. Below pH 5.5, the scattered light intensity is low in both the displayed cases and the solutions appear optically clear. The transparent solutions indicate the transition from vesicular to micellar aggregates. It should be emphasized that very similar results have been obtained for all of the compounds indicated in Fig. 1 , the only differences being the exact pH values at which the intensity (or turbidity) starts to drop. [6] [7] [8] [9] We may also add that another way of following changes of the aggregation/protonation state of the geminis is to measure the surface tension of the dispersions as a function of pH. 6, 7 As the pH is lowered, the monomer activity increases due to the formation of divalent (doubly protonated) surfactants and the surface tension versus pH profiles correlate well with the intensity or turbidity versus pH profiles.
Another very interesting observation in these systems is the colloidal instability of the vesicles in a certain pH interval. For the geminis investigated in Plate 3, this instability is observed around pH 7.5 (AE 0.3) and is indicated by the shaded region. 9 Around pH 7.5, the vesicles flocculate (aggregate) rapidly (within seconds) and a sedimentation of large particles can be visually observed after a few minutes. Somewhat surprisingly, the sedimented large particles could be easily redispersed by raising the pH slightly and with gentle magnetic stirring of the solutions. As shown in Plate 3, the scattered light intensity remains essentially at the same value after redispersal indicating that there is no aggregate growth that would otherwise have resulted in higher intensity readings. Again it should be noted that similar results have been obtained for most of the compounds shown in Fig. 1 . We will discuss the observed phenomena in more detail in the sections to come.
Finally, for the compound shown in Fig. 2 , there was very little change of the scattered light intensity with pH. 9 The dispersion of the 'amide-gemini' appeared turbid to bluish indicating the presence of large particles (vesicles) over the whole pH interval. However, also in this case we observed a colloidal instability of the vesicles when the pH was lowered to pH ca 5. 9 Extensive flocculation was observed but as discussed above, the large sedimented aggregates could easily be redispersed by titrating the sample back to higher pH with concomitant magnetic stirring. In this respect it should be noted that 'amidegeminis' with shorter hydrocarbon tails [C(O)-C 13 H 27 ] display a more complex aggregation behavior than is apparent for the compound in Fig. 2 . 4 In fact, depending on the spacer length [-(CH 2 ) n -, n ¼ 6, 8, 10] and on the temperature, these surfactants form either cylindrical micelles or vesicles. 4 In relation to the packing parameter (Table 1) , this indicates that small variations in the gemini structure or temperature 'push' P in either direction of the vesicle/cylindrical micelle 'boundary', that is, the P value is close to 0.5. It is worth noting that the compound with n ¼ 10 formed vesicles at all temperatures investigated 4 supporting the idea that the spacer volume should be taken into account in the estimation of the hydrophobic volume (V) [Eqn (1)].
Vesicle-to-micelle transition followed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM)
The data presented in Plate 3 support the protonationdriven vesicle-to-micelle transition. However, to gain more quantitative insights we require more sophisticated methods to study the process. In Fig. 3 , we present dynamic light scattering (DLS) data obtained from samples containing the gemini surfactant with R ¼ C 18:1 , x ¼ 2, y ¼ 0, Y ¼ (OCH 2 CH 2 ) 2 and reduced mannose as the polar headgroup ( Fig. 1 ). 9 It is clear that the mean NOVEL SUGAR-BASED GEMINI SURFACTANTS 937 apparent diameter of the aggregates decreases from ca 180 nm at pH 6.7 to ca 5 nm at pH 2. Furthermore, in the pH interval between these values, relatively broad size distributions are obtained and the mean intensityaveraged diameter decreases in a continuous fashion as the pH is lowered. Interestingly, the pH of ca 5.7, where the aggregates give rise to the broad size distribution, appears to correlate with the dramatic drop in the intensity readings (Plate 3) and also with a significant viscosity increase. The latter effect is especially pronounced at surfactant concentrations ! 5 mM ( % 0.5 wt%). These results can be rationalized if we take into account that samples containing cylindrical or worm-like micelles are often more viscous than vesicle dispersions. Thus, the picture that emerges for this particular sugarbased gemini surfactant is of a vesicle-to-micelle transition at pH % 5.7 and the first micellar structures to appear in the samples are cylindrical micelles. Whereas similar results have been obtained for all the sugar-based geminis in the unsaturated series 8, 9 (Fig. 1) , the process remains to be studied in detail for the saturated series ( Fig. 1 ). We would also like to add that angle-dependent intensity light scattering measurements support the DLS-data on the vesicle-to-cylindrical micelle transition (not shown). 8, 9 Note also that the hydrodynamic diameter at pH 2 is only about 5 nm, consistent with the formation of small spherical or globular micelles for the divalent cationic amphiphiles.
Cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) provides a unique means of studying self-assembled aggregates in dilute aqueous solution. 20, 21 A thin film of the surfactant-water dispersion is formed by a blotting procedure where excess solution is removed from the electron microscopy grid (EM-grid) by means of a filter paper. The resulting film, approximately 0.5 mm thick, is then rapidly plunged into liquid ethane for vitrification.
The film is vitrified in 0.1 ms which assures a minimum of sample perturbation and the vitrification enables visualization of the surfactant aggregates present in the sample. 20, 21 Combined with techniques that give better statistics, such as DLS, a very good picture of the samples can be obtained. The cryo-TEM micrographs displayed in Fig. 4 were obtained from samples containing the gemini surfactant with R ¼ C 18:1 , x ¼ 2, y ¼ 2, Y ¼ (CH 2 ) 2 and reduced mannose as polar headgroup (Fig. 1 ). 9 Clearly, the cryo-TEM results support the picture obtained from DLS, that is, vesicles are formed close to neutral pH whereas cylindrical micelles are formed at intermediate pH. Note that the bilayer structure of the vesicles is resolved and that the estimated bilayer thickness is % 4 nm, a value that is reasonable for a bilayer consisting of surfactants with oleyl (C 18:1 ) tails. 22 Note also that coexistence between relatively short cylindrical micelles and small spherical micelles can be observed at pH 4.7. The small globular micelles are observed as small dark dots in the cryo-TEM micrograph. This coexistence was not resolved in the DLS measurements ( Fig. 3 ) since a bimodal size distribution should have been observed, whereas a broad monomodal distribution was obtained. Nevertheless, the agreement between DLS and cryo-TEM is good corroboration for the 'ideal behavior' of these systems according to the packing parameter concept (Table 1) . In this context we may also add that the small micelles (diameter % 5 nm) observed using both cryo-TEM and DLS were further investigated using steady-state fluorescence quenching (SSFQ) measurements. 9 The micelle aggregation number was found to be between 15 and 20 at pH 2, in good agreement with geometric estimations based on the results from cryo-TEM and DLS. 9 Another question that can be resolved using cryo-TEM is how the cylindrical micelles actually form from the original vesicle dispersion. Figure 5 is obtained at pH % 6 from the gemini surfactant with R ¼ C 18:1 , x ¼ 2, y ¼ 0, Y ¼ (OCH 2 CH 2 ) 2 and reduced glucose as the polar headgroup (Fig. 1) . Clearly, cylinders can be observed to grow directly from the vesicle bilayers. Accordingly, there is a narrow pH interval where bilayer structures and cylindrical micelles coexist and this coexistence may, at least on the time-scale investigated ( 24 h), occur within one single aggregate.
Characterization of the gemini vesicles
Having thoroughly established the vesicle-to-micelle transition with several different techniques, we now turn our attention to the vesicular pH region. Let us start by the preparation of the vesicles. In general, vesicles are formed from all of the compounds in Fig. 1 around neutral pH. [6] [7] [8] [9] In addition, the amide-gemini shown in Fig. 2 forms vesicles at all relevant pH values. 9 In several of the previous publications, the compounds have simply been dispersed in aqueous solution by sonication. 6, 7 This often produced complex multimodal or bimodal size distributions, as detected by DLS. 6 Because it is often an advantage to work with vesicles of fairly narrow size distributions and reproducible mean sizes, we have in later publications 8, 9 further refined the sonicated dispersions by employing freeze-thaw cycles and thereafter extrusion through polycarbonate filters with pore-sizes of 200 nm. As shown in Fig. 6 , this procedure yielded welldefined vesicle dispersions with the mean vesicle size being 180 AE 20 nm.
In the case of the saturated gemini series (Fig. 1) , it is highly relevant to determine the bilayer gel-to-liquid crystalline phase transition temperature, T m . This temperature is conveniently determined using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). For normal double-tailed phospholipids, T m is an increasing function of the taillength 23 and the saturated geminis displayed the same trends as shown in Fig. 7 . 6 The dependence of T m on the length of the spacer was found to be less significant. 6 The T m is of great importance when it comes to a possible application of these gemini surfactants in, for example, DNA delivery, because it is often required that the bilayer resides in the liquid crystalline phase for optimal performance. 10, 11 As previously stated, all the geminis in the 2 , man and (*) the amide-gemini, glu (Fig. 2) NOVEL SUGAR-BASED GEMINI SURFACTANTS 939 unsaturated series (Fig. 1 ) exhibit a T m well below room temperature, most probably below 0 C. 6 We now turn to the intriguing phenomenon displayed in Plate 3, that is, the flocculation of the vesicles and the redispersal after a small increase in the hydroxide ion concentration. First of all it should be emphasized that the flocculation-redispersal process was found to be completely reversible and that the mean size of the redispersed vesicles was the same as before flocculation. 8, 9 This led us to believe that the large aggregates (floccs) observed in the relevant pH regions must consist of loosely bound but individually intact vesicles. Indeed, cryo-TEM confirmed our hypothesis as shown in Fig. 8 . This image was recorded from a sample containing vesicles formed from the gemini with R ¼ C 18:1 , x ¼ 2, y ¼ 0, Y ¼ (OCH 2 CH 2 ) 2 and reduced glucose as the polar headgroup. The vesicles were made to flocculate by raising the pH from 6.7 to a pH within the colloidal instability region, pH % 7.4. 9 Clearly, the vesicles are aggregated in a fashion that supports the view of individually intact vesicles. Cryo-TEM images of the sample after redispersal confirmed the presence of vesicles also at higher pH (not shown).
Having established that the morphology of the vesicles was unaffected by the flocculation-redispersal process, we examined the mechanism behind this phenomenon. Because colloidal particles, such as vesicles, often owe their colloidal stability in aqueous solution to repulsive long-ranged electrostatic interactions, 24 a good starting point for the investigation would be to measure the surface potential ( s ) or rather the more accessible zeta potential (-potential) as a function of pH. The -potential was determined from electrophoretic mobility measurements and essentially reports the electrostatic potential of the vesicles at the shear or slipping plane. 24, 25 The shear plane is located at a small (unknown) distance (d) from the surface as shown in Plate 4.
Despite being a somewhat vague concept due to the problem of defining the location of the shear plane, it has been shown that the -potential gives a good indication of the magnitude of the repulsive electrostatic interaction between the particles. [24] [25] [26] According to the classical DLVO-theory on colloidal stability, 24 attractive van der Waals (vdW) interactions and repulsive electrostatic interactions determine the colloidal stability of the particles. Accordingly, when the -potential is small one expects colloidal instability due to a dominance of the attractive vdW interactions. In this respect it should be noted that the DLVO-theory is in general not sufficient to describe the interactions between fluid amphiphilic bilayers or vesicles. 27 The reason is that short-range repulsive steric entropic interactions as well as so-called hydration forces usually also confer colloidal stability to uncharged particles/vesicles. 27, 28 Nevertheless, we may, as a starting point, consider the predictions from the DLVO-theory as a semi-quantitative guideline for the behavior of the systems.
In Fig. 9 we have plotted typical -potential versus pH profiles of vesicles formed from two of the geminis, 9 including the amide-gemini (Fig. 2) . Several interesting conclusions may be drawn from these results. Firstly, the pH region of colloidal instability for the respective gemini surfactant vesicles correlates very well with low -potentials. This is in accordance with the DLVO-theory as discussed above. Secondly, for the gemini with R ¼ C 18:1 , x ¼ 2, y ¼ 0, Y ¼ (OCH 2 CH 2 ) 2 and glucose as the polar headgroup, the vesicles exhibit a charge reversal, going from cationic to anionic vesicles above pH 7.1. Thirdly, despite being a neutral surfactant with no obvious titratable sites in the investigated pH region, the vesicles formed from the amide-gemini (Fig. 2) exhibit negative -potentials above pH ca 5. It appears clear from Fig. 9 that the surface charge of the vesicles can explain the flocculation-redispersal phenomenon displayed in Plate 3, that is, the negative -potential at pH >7.4 is high enough to explain the reoccurring colloidal stability in terms of repulsive electrostatic interactions. 8, 9 Similarly, for the amide-gemini, the negative surface charge, or -potential, is low below pH 5.5 explaining the flocculation of these vesicles in this pH region. Again we would like to emphasize that this discussion is based on the predictions of the DLVOtheory and that short-range attractive or repulsive interactions have been ignored. Attractive short-range interactions may result from inter-vesicular hydrogen bonding in the present systems, similar to what has been observed between glycine-based amphiphile bilayers. 29 The question that now arises concerns the charging mechanism. For the compounds shown in Fig. 1 it is obvious that one should expect cationic vesicles due to protonation but it is more difficult to understand the negative surface charge. Similarly, what mechanism is responsible for the negative surface charge of the vesicles formed from the compound in Fig. 2? We may consider two different mechanisms for the negative surface charge: (i) a deprotonation of the sugar hydroxyl groups leading to negatively charged sugar headgroups or (ii) adsorption of negative ions from bulk solution onto the vesicle surface.
In general, the pK a of sugar hydroxyl groups is in the order of 12-13, 30 which appears to be too high to explain the negative surface charge in the present cases. On the other hand, protonation of the amines (Fig. 1 ) may render the sugar hydroxyl groups more acidic than what is normally the case. However, protonation is not an issue in the case of the amide-gemini and, consequently, protonated amines cannot explain an abnormally low sugar hydroxyl pK a .
The second mechanism (ii) requires the adsorption of negative ions onto the vesicle surface. This charging mechanism is well-known from a variety of colloidal systems and it is often found that ion-adsorption follows the so-called Hofmeister series. [31] [32] [33] The Hofmeister series can be illustrated by taking the halide ions as an example where non-specific adsorption to surfaces increases in the order Cl À < Br À < I À . There is thus a correlation between ion polarizability and adsorption propensity. The problem in our case is that we have used both buffer solutions and NaCl solutions and obtained essentially identical -potential versus pH profiles 8, 9 and we therefore discarded a 'Hofmeister-type' of mechanism. The only other negative ions, besides Cl À or buffer species, present in bulk solution are hydroxide ions (OH À ). Hydroxide ions are known to adsorb onto oildroplets and onto a variety of surfactant-covered interfaces. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Interestingly, it has been argued that OH À adsorbs onto vesicles formed from glycolipids 30, 39 resulting in negatively charged vesicles. This observation seems particularly relevant in the case of the sugar-based gemini surfactants. Moreover, the colloidal stability of vesicles of plant thylakoid galactolipids, such as digalactosyl-diacylglycerol (DGDG), has been shown to be extremely sensitive to the electrolyte concentration. 40, 41 Thus, seemingly neutral glyco-or galactolipid vesicles behave as though they were composed of charged lipids.
Whatever the true mechanism of the negative charging of the vesicles, we can set up a number of surface equilibrium reactions that may occur for the gemini vesicles (Scheme 1):
In Scheme 1, N(1), N(2), S-OH and S are the respective binding or dissociation sites on the surfactant headgroup or at the vesicle surface and K 1 , K 2 , K a and K OH are the equilibrium constants associated with each binding/dissociation site. Equations (2)-(5) pertain to the geminis in Fig. 1 whereas only Eqns (4) and (5) are relevant for the amide-gemini ( Fig. 1 ). Note that depending on the mechanism [(i) or (ii)], either Eqn 4 (i) or Eqn 5 (ii) is appropriate. Before outlining the theoretical model of the -potential versus pH profiles, it should be noted that in Refs 8 and 9 we decided on the hydroxide ion 
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binding-mechanism (ii). Unfortunately, the model that will be presented does not discriminate between the mechanisms and identical theoretical results are obtained employing the dissociation mechanism [(i), Eqn (4)]. This is important to keep in mind during the presentation of the model below. Thus, the following section is based on the choice of the binding mechanism (ii) but we will comment on the possibility of dissociation mechanism (i) later on. The degree of binding (f) to the respective binding site can be determined according to Eqns (6) and (7):
In Eqns (6) and (7), e is the elementary charge and k B T is the Boltzmann temperature. From f we can calculate the vesicle surface charge density according to Eqns (8) and (9), where only Eqn (9) is relevant for the amidegemini:
Here, a site is the binding site area for protons and hydroxide ions. To quantify the binding constants, we need to be able to reproduce theoretically the -potential versus pH profiles using a model for the electrostatics in the systems. Previously 8, 9 we employed a Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) model 42 for this purpose whereby s could be calculated for a given surface charge density. The surface potential was calculated from the Poisson-Boltzmann equation in the spherical symmetry using the computer program PBCell. 43 The binding site area was assumed to be 110 Å 2 in the case of the compounds in Fig. 1 whereas a site was treated as a fitting parameter in the case of the amide-gemini (Fig. 2) . We also assumed that the shear plane (Plate 4) was located 5 Å out from the charge plane such that (d ¼ 5 Å ). With these assumptions we varied the values of the binding constants until the best agreement between the experimentally and calculated -potential versus pH profiles was obtained.
For the interested reader a more detailed description of the modelling can be found in Refs 8 and 9. Some of the fitted curves are shown in Fig. 10 .
As is evident from Fig. 10 , the PB-model successfully reproduces the experimentally determined -potential versus pH profiles indicating that the approach using surface equilibrium reactions in combination with a PB-model is appropriate. As an example of the information obtained from the fits, the results for the geminis investigated in Fig. 10 are displayed in Table 2 .
It is clear that K OH is very high, corresponding to Gibbs binding energies (ÁG 0 OH ) for OH À binding of around À18 (AE2) RT. The Gibbs binding energies obtained are in good agreement with previously published values of OH À adsorption onto oil-droplets 34 or glycolipid vesicles. 30 However, the OH À binding site area of 110-200 Å 2 is about 10 times smaller than what was found for OH À adsorption in the case of the oil-droplets 34 and the glycolipid vesicles. 30 Clearly it is difficult to pinpoint the exact driving force that could result in such high levels of hydroxide binding. The question therefore remains open as to whether the negative surface charge of these sugar-based gemini surfactant vesicles is due to dissociation or adsorption [Eqn (4) versus Eqn (5)]. In this respect it is interesting to estimate what the pK a of the sugar-hydroxyl groups [Eqn (4)] must be in order to explain the results shown in Fig. 10 . With pK a values of 6-7, good fits to the 
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M. JOHNSSON AND J. B. F. N. ENGBERTS experimental data are obtained (not shown). This appears somewhat unrealistic considering that the pK a of sugar hydroxyl groups is normally in the range of 12-13. 30 Nevertheless, we cannot completely rule out the 'dissociation-mechanism' and more experiments are needed to clarify this issue.
Characterization of gemini protonation state as a function of pH
A very useful property of the proposed PB-model is that we can calculate the protonation state of the aminecontaining geminis as a function of pH. An example of such a calculation is shown in Fig. 11 for the gemini with R ¼ C 18:1 , x ¼ 2, y ¼ 0, Y ¼ (OCH 2 CH 2 ) 2 and glucose as the polar headgroup. This gemini surfactant forms cylindrical micelles 8 below pH 6 and as can be seen in Fig. 11 , the calculated protonation degree is about 1.1 at this pH. Thus, only about 10% of the gemini molecules in the vesicle bilayer are doubly protonated when cylindrical micelle formation occurs. For comparison, we have estimated the packing parameter of the monoprotonated (P 1þ ) and doubly protonated (P 2þ ) gemini surfactant to be 0.55 and 0.33, respectively. 9 Using the packing parameter concept ( Table 1 ) as in Eqn (10) the predicted fraction of doubly protonated gemini (X 2 þ ) at the onset of cylindrical micelle formation becomes 0.23 (23%). X 1þ P 1þ þ X 2þ P 2þ ¼ ð1 À X 2þ Þ0:55 þ X 2þ 0:33 ¼ 0:5
Thus, the agreement between the PB-model calculations and the predictions from conventional surfactant aggregation theory is relatively good. In any case it is clear that only a small fraction of the gemini surfactants needs to be doubly protonated for the cylindrical geometry (micelles) to be the preferred aggregate geometry. In addition, as the pH is lowered further, more of the surfactants will be doubly protonated changing P in the direction of spherical micelles (Table 1 ). This fact is borne out both in theory and experiment. 8, 9 CONCLUDING REMARKS As stated in the introductory sections, a library of sugarbased gemini surfactants with varying sugar headgroups, spacer lengths, tail lengths and chemical linkage between the headgroup and the tails, has been constructed. Work is in progress to expand this library further with the aim of fully clarifying the dependence of the aggregation behavior on the molecular structure. In particular, the negative charge of the vesicles is intriguing and it is of fundamental interest to determine the mechanism. Related to this issue, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on bare hydrophobic surfaces in contact with water have been initiated at the University of Groningen (group of Professor A. Mark) to investigate the binding of OH À to such surfaces. Whether or not this binding actually occurs in the gemini systems is, of course, the crucial question. However, there are many well-documented reports in the literature on this phenomenon but an explanation is still lacking. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Some of the sugar-based gemini surfactants displayed in Fig. 1 have been shown to possess great potential as DNA carriers (transfection agents). 6, 10, 11 Thus a possible application is already at hand within biotechnology. Furthermore, the vesicle-to-cylindrical micelle transition within a physiologically relevant pH region may be useful for constructing acid-triggered vesicle-release systems. The scientific activities in this area are high at present and several pH-sensitive lipid vesicle formulations have been constructed aimed at a controlled release (site-specific) of vesicle-encapsulated pharmaceuticals. 44 Figure 11 . Protonation state as a function of pH of the gemini surfactant with with R ¼ C 18:1 , x ¼ 2, y ¼ 0, Y ¼ (OCH 2 CH 2 ) 2 , glu. The results were obtained using the PB-model (see text). The calculations pertain to the vesicular aggregation state. Note that cylindrical micelles are formed in this system below pH 6 (AE0.1)
